
The power of our thoughts on our physical biochemistry and in particular our
hormones are so great that we couldn’t just ask you to look at your diet
without looking at the busyness of your mind. 

In my years of working with women and hormone imbalances, I have seen
what a massive part stress plays. John Kabat-Zinn (Professor of Medicine
Emeritus) at the University of Massachusetts Medical School, tells the story
of his first real opportunity to introduce mindfulness within the hospital
system in the US. It was 1979 and he was having lunch while the
dermatologists who were talking about some of their patients who just did
not heal. At that time, the treatment was for the patients to stand naked in a
glass cubicle while being exposed to ultraviolet light.K abat-Zinn asked if he
could try something and got permission to do so. He thens imply played the
BodyScan mindfulness practice to the patients while they were in the cubicle.
No coaching, no group session, nothing but the BodyScan recording. After
two weeks his colleagues came to him asking what he had done as the
patients were healing. This was the beginning of Mindfulness entering the
hospital system in the US.

So, what happened?

The BodyScan made people present, taking them out of the anxiety that
standing naked and exposed would bring to most! From a body perspective it
shifted the patients into the parasympathetic nervous system as opposed to
the Sympathetic nervous system (the stress system).
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The body does not know the difference between physical danger
and a thought that says: ‘get me out of here’ or ‘I am going to be
late’ or ‘I can’t do this’.  The shift is from ‘all is well’ to ‘there is
danger and I need to deal with it’. 
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When we experience stress, the first thing
that happens is that cortisol and/or
adrenalin (depending on the type of stress)
is pumped into our system readying it for
fight/flight or faint, activating the
Sympathetic system (the stress state).

The other system is the Parasympathetic
system. This is energy conserving, all about
rest, digest and recuperation as well as cell
maintenance and repair. In other words, this
is where healing takes place. This is our
home base; it is where we are meant to
spend most of time. In other words, the
sympathetic response is NOT meant to last,
rather it mobilises and then is meant to
settle once we feel safe again.  Spending too
much time in the Sympathetic is hard on our
bodies, hard on our relationships, tough for
the workplace and reduces our life quality
overall.



When in a stressed state, the immune system's
ability to fight off antigens is reduced. 
Long-term suppression of the immune system leaves the body vulnerable to
infection and disease. Additionally, digestion is inhibited during stress,
meaning we don’t get the full benefits of nutrients. Finally, our reproductive
system is on hold – the logic is we don't need it when we are running from a
lion!

It isn’t just our body that is affected when in the ‘stress state’.For survival
reasons, our attention is high-jacked to focus on ourselves, dangers and
problems. This means we find it hard to prioritise, maintain an overview, to
focus on anything but dangers and problems. Empathy is also seriously
reduced, leaving us feeling easily frustrated, irritated and lacking in joy.

Research has found that multi-tasking, information overload and distractions
generate stress within us. Not sleeping enough and not exercising also
makes us very vulnerable to experiencing stress. Some foods like coffee,
sugar and some additives generate stress as well. Experiencing kindness,
gratitude and love, soothes our stress reactivity, as does mindfulness-training
in a big way. 
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Stop multitasking
Do ten minutes a day of mind training
Exercise for at least half an hour a day
Have an electronic free first hour of the day
Appreciate the delight moments in life

For quality of life, we have to manage our stress.  Stress and depression are
twins; the symptoms are so similar that we often get them mixed up. Here
are five ways to reduce stress and increase wellbeing – remembering that
change does not happen overnight, it happens inch by inch, breath by breath:
 

There are many beautiful mindfulness guided meditations on my favourite
app, Insight Timer.
Or here is a lovely 8-minute body scan: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QS2yDmWk0vs

Before doing a meditation, I always love to do some calming movements on
my yoga mat, focusing on my breath and to bring my mind back to my body. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QS2yDmWk0vs


Attention!
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Do you at times feel overwhelmed and a little stressed? Do you realise the
role that attention management has in this? What we pay attention to gives
us our experiences. When you ruminate negatively that is your experience,
when you pay attention to beauty and kindness you experience beauty and
kindness.

Research says that our attention span has gone from an average of 12
seconds in 2000 to 8 seconds in 2013.  Goldfish are reputed to have an
attention span of 9 seconds (The Statistic Brain Institute)! Even if we take
this last fact with a grain of salt, something has happened to our ability to
manage our attention.  

We live in a stress soup of endless pressure, always on, information
overload, (Twitter, Facebook, emails), and our coping mechanisms of
multitasking, endless to-do lists and rushing only adds further to our stress
levels. 
Stress causes poor attention management and poor attention management
causes stress – a chicken and egg type scenario? Just ask yourself how
often you do just one thing at a time; eat with full attention or listen with full
attention?

Good attention management is considered one of the most reliable
predictors of a healthy and wealthy life that is free of crime (Daniel Goleman
‘Focus’).



Our attention is the scalpel that forms and shapes our brain’

So when your attention is all over the place your brain is shaped accordingly.
Your brain is changing and adjusting all the time, this is called
neuroplasticity. The brain is shaped by what you pay attention to but it is not
a ‘fair’ playing field in that the more stressful thoughts have more power to
high-jack your attention than the pleasant ones.

Neuroplasticity is both a blessing and a curse, all depending on what you are
paying attention to and how good you are at managing your attention.
Mindfulness is now the most Googled word, and the starting place for
Mindfulness is attention training.

Attention training not only strengthens your ability to manage your focus but
also soothes the reptilian brain (the part of the brain that is always on alert
for dangers and responsible for much of our stress).

According to Daniel Goleman there are three attention abilities; ability to
shift attention, ability to maintain it elsewhere and ability to zoom out and
change perspective.
Not only is attention training essential for reducing stress, increasing
wellbeing and feeling at ease, it turbo charges our ability to change habits
that don’t serve us. 
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Imagine the usefulness in being able to shift your attention away from
temptation and then maintain it elsewhere? 
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"I am tomorrow, or some future day, what I
establish today. I am today what I
established yesterday or some previous day.” 
— James Joyce



Mindfulness Works!

Often people ask what mindfulness has done for me; I can honestly say that
it has changed my life experience.  From the outside not much has changed
(other than ageing) but inside so much calmer, kinder and less stressful.
Seventy five percent of what we know about the brain we have learnt in the
past three years. 

This means we are much clearer on how to train and influence the brain for
increased happiness, ease and resilience. Mindfulness is an ancient practice
coming from Buddhism. The intention of the practice is to reduce our
experience of suffering, while strengthening the experience of kindness,
generosity and calm.

Mindfulness is a practice, just like the rugby league player can’t become a
great player by reading about rugby league, so you cannot get the benefits of
mindfulness through reading about it – you have to practice it! 
The reason mindfulness training works is due to neuroplasticity, meaning the
brain changes through what we pay attention to.  In effect, mindfulness
training starts with using our mind to change our brain, training our
attention muscle.

There are over 3200 pieces of research on mindfulness and they
demonstrate conclusively that mindfulness increases focus and attention,
improves quality of sleep, reduces the signs of aging, improves resilience,
memory and wellbeing, reduces blood pressure, promotes emotional
regulation and increases our experience of joy.
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We start mindfulness by doing the ABCD attention training.
The ABCD stands for:
Attitude, Body, Breath, Counting, Distraction. 

This is how you do the ABCD. First make yourself comfortable, feet flat on
the floor, hands resting in the lap and then close the eyes. Find a body
posture that keeps you calm and yet alert. Remind yourself of the attitude in
which you hold your little mind training. 

The attitudes are Non-judging (non-judging is the art of catching the judging
out and then observe it with ‘interesting’) Accepting (acceptance is saying
‘yes’ to this moment, accepting it as it is; this does not mean you don’t make
changes later, but first we accept), being Curious (seeing things with
beginners mind, as if for the first time) and Kindness (kindness is the
neurological antidote to negative mind states like envy, hatred, anger, stress
and so on; kindness has scientifically proven positive effects on your
psychological and physical well-being). 

Bring each of these attitudes to mind as you settle into the attention training. 
Next the Body. Notice the sensations in your feet, be curious around what
they are experiencing, then move your attention to the body in the chair
noticing how the body experiences the chair.  Finally shift attention to the
hands in the lap. Notice the warmth that is generated between the hands and
the body.
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Then the Breath. 
Start by noticing the breath where it is most noticeable. It can be useful to
imagine that you are watching the breath through a glass unable to change or
influence it.

Followed by Counting. 
Counting is to further stabilise the breath focus, you add the number at the
end of the out breath.  Where you start counting depends on the length of the
meditation, for a 20 minute session you can start at 50 and then count down
to 0 and then again back up to 55. If you want a 10 minutes session, then you
start counting at 25.

Finally be aware of Distractions. 
You will notice that the mind tends to comment and interrupt all the time!
When you notice that you are distracted, you simply bring your attention back
to the breath and the counting. This very action is how you strengthen your
attention-muscle. This is the key to the ABCD.

Notice how you feel after mind training and commit to doing it for two, three
or four weeks and then see how things start to shift. For free downloads of
the ABCD and other mind trainings go to www.themindfulnessclinic.com.au
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